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•
For more than twenty years, Maryland  

Oncology Hematology (MOH) has  

contributed greatly to the campaign  

against cancer and diseases of the blood  

by offering advancements in technology,  

treatment, early detection and clinical  

trials. For residents throughout Columbia  

this means the chances of beating cancer  

are better than ever. 

Illustrating the outpatient emphasis of  

cancer treatment, MOH’s cancer care  

and blood disorder specialists work closely  

with you and your family to create an  

individual treatment plan that provides for  

your physical and emotional health, all in  

the familiar setting of your community. 

Medical Oncology 
Through its physicians and highly skilled  

oncology clinical staff, Maryland Hematology  

Oncology offers quality care for patients battling  

all types of cancers. 

The MOH team works with patients to ensure  

that they are receiving the best, individualized  

treatment plan possible. Each patient’s progress  

is closely monitored and education is provided  

for the various forms of cancer and the temporary  

side effects of chemotherapy.

Hematology
Maryland Oncology Hematology specializes  

in hematology which is the field of medicine  

concerning the blood, and the generation of blood  

in the bone marrow. Hematology studies the red  

and white blood cells, their relative proportions and  

general cell health and the diseases that are caused  

by imbalances between them, notably leukemia,  

anemia, Hodgkin’s disease, multiple myeloma  

and lymphoma.

Clinical Research 
Because Maryland Hematology Oncology is  

committed to providing the best available care  

to all of its patients, research is and will continue  

to be the cornerstone of the organization. 

MOH participates in many clinical trials,  

which show us what works (and what doesn’t)  

in medicine. They are the best way for doctors  

to learn what is safe and effective in treating  

diseases such as cancer. Such research offers  

MOH access to new investigational drugs,  

reduces treatment-related side effects and  

introduces new methods of care. 


